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Disintegration of all souls which completely failed as
human beings during the period of Salvation
Their reshaping into most solid matter of the new
Earth -
God’s mercy

BD 8427 received 03.03.1963

People’s low spiritual state necessitates an end ....

Once someone has penetrated spiritual knowledge he is also entitled to make
a judgment in regards to humanity’s spiritual state, and he will realise that
spiritual progress on this earth is not possible anymore .... He will be able to
observe that the commandments of love for God and one’s neighbour are only
very rarely lived up to and that the disregard of these commandments results in
ever greater darkness .... He will also know that people’s will itself is the decisive
factor and that this is also misused, since it is turning increasingly more towards
the adversary which explains why people are under his control. Salvation would
certainly be possible if only people were willing to accept the Word of God,
which He Himself conveys to earth and which truly has the strength to lead to
a change in human thinking. Yet precisely this willingness is missing and thus
humanity is irrevocably approaching the end, so that the unspiritual state will
be brought to a halt and a new phase of redemption will start which will impede
the endless fall into the abyss, and the being which had failed as a human being
will be integrated into the process of return once again, in accordance with
divine will.

Anyone who has penetrated spiritual knowledge will also understand every-
thing that is happening .... he will know that one period of Salvation is coming
to an end and that a new one is beginning, because he knows the reason for
people’s unspiritual state and also that God’s love keeps creating ever new pos-
sibilities to lead the beings, which had once emerged from Him, to their goal.
And only those people who penetrated spiritual knowledge can offer a little
help by passing their knowledge on to their fellow human beings .... but then
free will has to be prepared again to accept such knowledge. And people’s will
is extraordinarily weakened .... A person could certainly place himself into a
state of strength and also attain a stronger will, but this requires him to live in
love himself and to take the path to Jesus Christ Who, through His crucifixion,
acquired unmeasured blessings, thus also the strengthening of will .... Deeds
of love will always grant strength to a person, and a call upon Jesus will fortify
the will, for then the will is no longer completely averted from God, for anyone
who is lovingly active also establishes contact with God, the Eternal Love. And
anyone who calls upon Jesus Christ acknowledges Him as the Redeemer of
the world and thus also as God Himself, Who became a human being in Jesus
Christ .... Hence you all can escape this state of weakness, you are not left to your
own devices in your helplessness, but strength is at your disposal at all times if
only you desire it .... And those who possess this knowledge will always provide
you with clarification, but as long as your heart and ears are unreceptive to it
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their words will remain ineffective, you will remain weak and unenlightened
and won’t live up to your purpose of life.

However, force will never be exerted on you on God’s part, it will be entirely left
up to your will as to how you deal with your fellow human beings’ instructions,
yet they will be conveyed to you so that you can also make this decision
yourselves. If, however, your own will rejects it and you cannot find your way
out of the state of darkness then you are entangled in a net of lies and errors
which you can no longer tear apart yourselves, since it keeps you constrained
and was cast upon you by the adversary himself. And then the only option left
is to break the adversary’s power, that is, to remove the opportunity for him
to harass people on earth, which means the dissolution of earth with all its
creations as well as all living creatures up to the human being .... hence an end
for you humans with a subsequent banishment into hard matter and a reshaping
of all material creations for the purpose of sheltering the still bound spiritual
substances, which likewise shall attain higher development on this earth ....

A spiritual change on this earth is impossible because people fail to muster
the will for it .... Yet that which will follow later will also demonstrate a
spiritual change, for after the demise of the old earth a new earth will arise
with incomparably beautiful creations, with spiritually mature people who had
passed their test of faith and will on this old earth and who shall be returned
to the new earth as the root of the new human generation .... For they will
be spiritually awakened, they will know about God’s love and His reign and
activity throughout the universe and they will also know that all creations only
serve the once fallen spiritual beings to attain full maturity, they will know that
divine order must be observed and that everything which leaves this order will
require endless time in order to reach the goal again one day, to integrate with
the law of eternal order and to live a life of selfless love .... And at the end of
an earthly period love will have grown completely cold amongst people, thus
profound darkness will be on earth, for only love is the light which penetrates
the darkness .... And only the one who lives in love will also penetrate spiritual
knowledge, he will ignite the light within himself and all the terrors of darkness
will be over for him .... And this bright light will illuminate the new earth, and
all people will be fully enlightened for they will live in love and walk with God,
Who is Love Himself and the Light of eternity ....

Amen
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BD 7996 received 18.09.1961

Cycle ....
Concluding a period of Salvation ....

The circle is completed .... It is the end of a period of Salvation which began a long
time ago and can be spoken of as a very significant phase of Salvation because I
Myself descended to Earth in order to accomplish the act of Salvation on behalf
of all fallen spiritual beings. And after this act of Salvation the first fallen spirits
were able to return, they acknowledged Me and will remain with Me forever
because they voluntarily shaped themselves back into love .... But now a new
period of Salvation will begin .... And this first necessitates the dissolution of all
material creations on, in and above the earth and a total transformation of the
earth’s surface. And once again a judgment of spiritual beings in every degree of
maturity will take place, new creations will arise which will receive the spiritual
substances according to their degree of maturity and will help them to develop
further; and a new human generation will come forth from those people who
remained faithful to Me, who will survive the final battle of faith on this earth
and thus pass the last great test of will .... And these people will form the root
of the new human generation which will occupy the new earth .... whereas
everything that is still utterly opposed to Me will be banished in solid matter to
start its higher development again ....
An earthly period comes to an end, and that means that one cycle has been
completed again .... that many souls will have left their external cover for good
and finally have returned into the spiritual kingdom again .... that they thus
found complete redemption through Jesus Christ and then comply with their
purpose in the spiritual kingdom, that they continue to ascend ever higher
because there is no limit in the kingdom of light and because all My children
will eternally strive towards Me, since it increases their happiness to always find
fulfilment of their love and never to lessen their desire for My love .... And
likewise the process of returning the spirits on earth will continue .... For an
infinitely long time and countless periods of development will still have to pass
by until all spiritual beings are redeemed .... I say this to you, My servants on
Earth, because I can only initiate a few people into My plan of Salvation, for
only a few can grasp this reign and activity of Mine in order to guide the fallen
spiritual beings back to bliss ....
The connections from Earth to Me are established ever less often, a living
faith in Me is ever more infrequently to be found which is the requirement to
convey this knowledge to people. However, wherever possible I will constantly
influence people through the mouth of those who offer their active service to
Me. They find little credence with their fellow human beings and yet I reveal My
plan of Salvation through My messengers to all people who want to accept My
revelations. And I inform them of the fact that once again one phase of Salvation
is coming to conclusion and a new one will begin. And this will be an extremely
painful process for those who do not believe, who have handed themselves over
to My adversary, who did not find redemption during this period of Salvation
and who therefore will have to go through the process of development once
more .... I would like to protect everyone from this, I would like to lead them
back and let them enter the spheres of the blissful spirits but I cannot let My
love work contrary to law ....
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People must enter the eternal order during the final stage of their development,
only then will I be able to accept them again in My kingdom, which they once
left of their own free will. This period of development, during which I Myself
lived on earth in the human being Jesus, has been extremely beneficial ....
All people would have been able to release themselves from My adversary by
merely availing themselves of the blessings of My act of Salvation, for My act
of Salvation was accomplished for all people past, present and future. And My
spirit will also convey this knowledge again to the people on the new earth ....
For My immeasurable love wants to help all fallen beings to ascend, and as soon
as a person allows himself to be guided by Me, as soon as he merely surrenders
his opposition and acknowledges Me Myself in Jesus Christ he will also have
started on the path of return to Me, which the man Jesus walked as a good
example to him .... And then he will also enter the law of eternal order and the
process across the earth will one day be over for him as well, he will step out of
his physical cover and pass into My kingdom of light and beatitude ....

Amen

BD 6801 received 08.04.1957

Satan’s and the demons’ activity during the last days ....

All demons will be unleashed during the last days of the end; hell will spat
out its most evil spirits and the prince of darkness will transfer his thoughts
onto them to act destructively amongst people on earth. And you humans will
be living in the midst of his domain and will be in constant danger of being
devoured by hell and its forces .... But they cannot compel you .... as yet it is
still up to you to let them be victorious or to defend yourselves against their
onslaughts and you will truly not be at their mercy because the good spiritual
world will also stand by your side, it will merely wait for your call in order to be
able to help you. All hell will have broken loose and God’s adversary will know
that he won’t have much time left and will really make every possible use of this
final time of his. And many hellish forces will take possession of people if they
don’t resist them, if they themselves delight in the conduct by the evil world. The
demons will try to take control of their own kind, they will take possession of
their body and then commit truly evil things, and that alone is a sure sign of the
end .... For only too often they will have an easy game, people will follow their
suggestions only too willingly and scrupulously accomplish what the former
demand of them. The prince of darkness will have truly gained great power over
people, and therefore his activity will become ever more obvious, after all, he
believes himself able to win the final battle against God. Consequently he will
not leave any stone unturned in order to incite people against God, he will not
even shy away from assailing those who want to work for God, he will use his
accomplices to cause them grief with the intention to destroy their faith in God
and he will try to extinguish any light coming forth from God .... His arrogance
will know no bounds and thus he will exalt himself above God to an extent that
it will result in a speedy end to his activity.

However, people will be drawn into this battle and should prove themselves
therein. For they will not be without knowledge about God’s love and power and
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will be able to call upon Him for protection and help in every adversity, which
then will definitely be granted to them. Thus no human being will need to be
afraid of this coming adversity and pressure on part of the dark world, because
the path to God is open for everyone and no person can be prevented from
taking it. The demonic activity is also easily distinguishable by every individual
and would be able to make them think. And, thus, these forces will fight in vain
wherever people are of good will, because they are on God’s side and the world
of light will form a wall around them. You humans should indeed be careful
and always on your guard but you need not be fearful, for your resolve will
banish the danger or defend against it .... And therefore the direction of your
will depends entirely on you. Every look you take into the adversary’s realm is
noticed by his vassals who constantly entice you ever deeper into their domain.
This is why great care is required but all those who have the serious will to resist
them are also guaranteed to receive strength. You can certainly be tempted but
not be forced .... Nevertheless it will be and remain a fight for those of you who
want to remain faithful to God, which will last until the end. You will be able
to survive it and emerge victorious, for you can expect as much protection and
help from God’s side as His adversary can gain influence over you, and you
decide for yourselves to whom you concede more right. However, the activity of
hell and its forces will be recognisable everywhere, and people more than ever
will give way and hand themselves over to them. And therefore the time will
come when God Himself will put a stop to His adversary’s activity and put him
and his followers into chains, so that there will be peace again amongst people
of good will ....

Amen

BD 8430 received 05.03.1963

New banishment inevitable for the adversary’s followers ....

My eyes rest full of pity on the degenerated human race which is controlled
by My adversary and unwilling to pull itself away from him. It has willingly
surrendered to him and thereby denies Me the right to intervene effectively, for
I will not proceed against My adversary’s will, since you want to belong to him
yourselves. Yet he keeps drawing you ever further down, he is preparing your
downfall, for you will fall back to the depths from which you had started your
process of development across earth and had to pass through all creations in
order to one day finally exist as a human being. And now the same fate will be
granted to you, since this is what you want and you do nothing to escape from
his power. And even though this information is presented to you, you don’t want
to believe it, and there is almost no other way left to change your thinking unless
the tremendous affliction, which will befall the entire earth before the end, can
still achieve it. As long as you are able to think there is still the possibility that
you will spend some thought on yourselves, that you will consider the death of
your body and wonder what will happen afterwards .... Yet by and large you will
dismiss such thoughts, you don’t believe in anything at all and assume that you
will cease to exist when your body dies.
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But you are hugely mistaken and will have to pay heavily for this mistake,
however, you refuse to accept a truthful explanation and cannot be forcibly
influenced either. And faced by a serious crisis you just revolt against the power
which inflicts this on you, for as soon as you are in serious trouble you gladly
blame someone else for it, even if you yourselves deny a God and Creator ....
Yet you cannot stop misfortunes and have no option but to acknowledge a
power which is stronger than you are .... Consequently, such strokes of fate and
extraordinarily severe adversity are the only means left which could still change
your way of thinking, and I have to use them in view of the end and considering
the fate, which I would like to avert from you .... Don’t feel sorry for people who
suddenly have to depart from this life, for they will still be able to find some light
in the beyond, if they are not already completely enslaved by My adversary and
then also sink into the abyss in order to be banished into matter yet again .... But
woe to those who will experience the end without having changed their conduct
of life, their thinking and their unbelief .... They cannot be saved anymore, and
even the greatest mercy on My part, My infinite love for all My living creations,
will be unable to avert the fate of a new banishment from them, because it is the
only option for the soul to attain perfection one day when, after an infinitely
long time, it lives on earth as a human being again and consciously travels the
path to Me in order to become liberated from every form.
And this new banishment amounts to a deed of love on My part, because I
will seize this soul from My adversary’s power and subordinate it to My will
again. And as a human being it will only be able to release itself from him if it
consciously calls upon Jesus Christ to be redeemed .... And since people on earth
no longer believe in Him and appeal to him for help, they cannot be released
from his control either, and he invariably will pull them down into his domain
.... Yet you humans have free will and thus are just as able to direct it towards
the divine Redeemer as to him .... and you would be saved for time and eternity
.... Since you don’t do so you will consequently also have to accept the results of
your opposing will towards Me.
But time and again I will impart the relevant information to you, I will speak to
every one of you through the voice of conscience, and I will make him realise
the fleeting nature of all worldly pleasures and commodities, I will let him
personally experience suffering and adversity .... And finally I will speak to him
through the elements of nature .... Yet I will not force his will, and therefore
he only has to blame himself for the fate he is approaching .... I would like
to bestow him with unlimited happiness .... He himself, however, chooses the
state of wretchedness, the state of utter torment and of being constrained. And
thus he will receive what he desires, for his inclination for earthly matter will
result in his own banishment into hardest matter again. For although I have
every power at My disposal, I will not forcibly influence the will of a self-aware
being or I would be in breach of My law of order, which will never be possible
.... Yet I will speak to people until the end, and anyone who pays attention to
My Words will be saved from the fate of a new banishment, and he will thank
Me eternally that My love has pursued him until he changed himself ....

Amen
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BD 4807 received 30.12.1949

Gulf and bridge ....
Renewed banishment ....
Circuit of flow of love ....

The gulf between humanity and Me grows deeper and deeper, for the number
of those who believe in Me with conviction continues to fall. The strength of
My representatives on Earth gets constantly weaker, they certainly speak in My
name yet are not the distributors of the pure truth. Ever more people leave the
faith and turn to the one who is My adversary .... they turn to the world which
is his kingdom and thereby increase the distance from Me which they should
reduce during their earthly life. They move away from Me and broaden the gulf
that separates them from Me. Yet this only works up to a point, for once the
limit has been exceeded when the strength of My love no longer affects them,
the spiritual substance within people hardens again into solid matter .... As long
as the earth still exists the defected people will remain within the circuit of My
flow of love, yet leaving it signifies the disintegration of the forms which shelter
the spiritual substances .... it signifies the death of people as well as of animals,
it signifies a dissolution of creation and a restoration of the same.

No being can distance itself from Me with impunity, for it will lose its life if it
loses Me. And so, anyone who wants to stay alive and does not want to lose his
life ever again must strive towards Me and look for Me, he must endeavour to
reach Me and thus lessen the gulf between us. However, without faith in Me as
Father and Creator of eternity there is no path across this gulf, for the bridge
leading to Me is invisible .... Only faith makes the bridge apparent, for faith
causes people to call upon Me. Faith in Me leads to prayer, which is the safest
bridge to Me. Untold people go past this bridge and even those who should
be their leaders often don’t find the bridge themselves because their words are
lifeless, because the paths they take are unsuitable to serve as a bridge, paths,
which time and again lead back to the beginning; because their words of prayer
do not emerge from their heart and therefore do not reach My ear either, thus
they do not use the bridge which is the only path that leads across the gulf to Me.
Sooner or later, however, even this bridge will not exist anymore, for once My
Own have come across it will be too late for the others, because then every path
will be cut off and there will be no more escape for those left behind; then they
will be devoured by the abyss, the earth will admit them again and everything
will become solidified and become matter once more, because it didn’t strive to
ascend but chose to reach the abyss ....

Amen
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BD 8656 received 26.10.1963

God carries out his plan of Salvation ....

You will never be able to prevent Me from implementing My eternal plan of
Salvation. I have indeed said that you will be able to avert much from yourselves
through heartfelt prayer, but My plan of Salvation is based on humanity’s
will which I recognised from the start and thus was also able to appoint the
appropriate times when the great transformations will take place, and I will
indeed adhere to these times. Due to his heartfelt prayer I can certainly avert
occurrences from every individual person, I can guide every individual in a way
that he will not be affected by the events which I allow to befall people if I want
to achieve My purpose: to continue the process of return, which has come to a
standstill .... Yet I have always predicted exceptional events to you, and these
predictions will indeed fulfil themselves since they must fulfil themselves if the
divine order is to be restored again. And I have truly known throughout eternity
at what point the divine order will no longer be observed and have therefore
always been able to refer to this time and mention the substantial upheavals
which will irrevocably occur according to My announcements. But people will
never believe these announcements undisputedly, for what is prophesied to
them as shortly forthcoming surpasses human notions ....
They will certainly be able to recognise the course of world events, that a change
will have to happen because people have reached the lowest point, as is clearly
evidenced in their self-indulgence and an excessive craving for a good living
standard, earthly commodities, honour and power .... Thus they would be able
to recognise by the signs of the time that these announcements have a certain
justification, which they ought to take seriously and then live their own life
accordingly. But their unbelief is already too great for people to listen to such
indications. They unreservedly live a purely earthly life and reject all thoughts
of drastic change. And this is why humanity will be taken by surprise by a
catastrophic natural event on a scale which has never been experienced on earth
before, which will end many people’s lives and lead to unprecedented chaos of
huge proportions and mean immense misery for people. This is a last warning
sign and shall therefore be constantly proclaimed to people .... My messengers
shall draw people’s attention to it so that they will recognise the truth when this
event takes place, so that they will make good use of the last days before the
soon-following end for the maturity of their souls. Admittedly, they will find
little or no belief, and yet I keep instructing My messengers time and again to
speak up wherever possible. People don’t want to be disturbed in their lives of
pleasure but they will get a sudden shock, and the forthcoming event can mean
the end for any individual person, and he will be not be able to take his material
possessions across with him. And this is what he shall always bear in mind,
for even if he is usually not willing to believe he nevertheless knows that he
cannot prolong his physical life by even one day because the hour of his death is
predetermined, and he knows that one day his end will come and that this can
happen at any day, that he will have to leave everything behind which amounts
to the purpose of his life. And therefore he should not value earthly goods so
highly but procure himself possessions for eternity .... And he would only be
acting intelligently, whereas a purely earthly life is no sign of prudence but only
attests to confused thinking ....
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My plan of eternity, however, will be carried out and the day I have set for Myself
will be adhered to, because the human generation no longer fulfils its earthly
task and will therefore be devoured by the earth with the exception of those who
have recognised Me, who believe in Me and remain loyal to Me until the end ....
For the earth must continue to serve its purpose as a place of education for the
spiritual substances which are on the path of return to Me .... And this is why
the great work of transformation cannot be omitted and everything has come
to pass as I always predicted, because I don’t leave people without warning and
offer everyone still enough opportunities to find Me and seek union with Me in
faith and love. And truly, these shall still be saved before the end .... I will call
them back earlier so that they will not run the risk of descending completely but
they can still mature in the beyond .... Or I will remove them from the earth at
the end and take them to a place of peace because they are intended to populate
the new earth again as the root of the new human generation .... You humans
should believe what I announce to you time and again, for there is not much
time left, and everyone of good will can still be saved, so that he will not meet
the dreadful fate of a new banishment ....

Amen

BD 5983 received 23.06.1954

Last Judgment is an act of divine love ....

The Last Judgment also has to be considered an expression of God’s love, for
this, too, is based on the continued development of souls which had failed their
last test of earthly life and which have to be placed into a new developing process
in order to reach the final goal one day. Hence the Last Judgment is, in a manner
of speaking, a finalising rearrangement of what had become disorderly .... it is
for judging and integrating it into the various forms which correspond to the
soul’s degree of maturity .... it is the conclusion of one developmental period and
the beginning of a new one in line with My plan of eternity which is based on
profound wisdom and love. Even a judging God remains a God of love, because
My justice is only able to take effect as My love deems beneficial for the soul
and yet compensates the wrong thoughts and conduct of people who become
subject to this judgment. Even the greatest sin will somehow have to be atoned
if it hasn’t been handed over to the One Who offered Himself as a sacrifice of
atonement .... A balance has to be created in order to diminish this great guilt,
and precisely this balance is guaranteed by the Judgment .... by placing the soul,
having become sinful, into a situation where it has to reduce this guilt, since it
had not voluntarily accepted the gift of atonement ....

The Last Judgment is by no means an act of divine wrath but just an act of
love which also expresses My justice .... since this cannot be excluded from a
supremely perfect Being. I could certainly let each person feel My righteousness
separately, I could more or less punish every sinner immediately .... but this
would not correspond to My wisdom, and in that case My love would hardly be
recognisable. For I Am exceptionally long-suffering and patient and postpone
a judgment, like the one at the end of a developmental period, for as long as
possible, in order to still gain people for Myself beforehand .... And I place My
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protective hand over the unrighteous and wicked, because I wish to defeat them
with My love and not be feared by them as a punishing God .... But once the
point in time has arrived when I restore order, because there is no further hope
of a voluntary return to Me, My love seemingly has to withdraw and yet, it
alone is the driving force ....
My love brings a satanic situation to an end and prevents further destructive
activity by My adversary .... I rescue souls from falling into the deepest abyss
.... I constrain them within solid matter again and thus place them into the
developmental process once more .... a judgment which yet again only intends
Salvation and not everlasting death .... and which therefore indeed even more
demonstrates My love for everything I have created .... for everything that is
dead and shall attain eternal life ....

Amen

BD 8219 received 21.07.1962

‘Judging’ the souls at the end ....

The hour of reckoning will come, the hour when every person will have to justify
himself before his Judge .... For order will have to be restored again sooner or
later and everyone who has transgressed this eternal order will have to be
answerable .... The sentence will be passed in accordance with justice .... Every
soul will experience the fate it has prepared for itself; the spiritual essence,
which has taken the path through the creations, will be moved to where it
belongs in relation to its degree of maturity .... the old creation will be dissolved,
i.e. all forms will be reshaped into different kinds of works of creation, and the
unredeemed spiritual substance will be placed into these forms either to re-start
or to continue the path of salvation, depending on its degree of maturity. At
present you humans still do as you want and please, and you are not prevented
from doing so, irrespective of how God-opposing your actions are .... But the end
will come soon, and you will no longer be able to do as you want, because the
time will have passed when you were able to work for your soul’s salvation. For
you will not have used the time in accordance with God’s will but strengthened
your soul’s cover even more and thereby will have prepared your own fate by
becoming increasingly enslaved by matter, and thus you will become matter
again yourselves, which you had already long overcome. Yet the law of eternal
order will have to be fulfilled again one day. Every spiritual essence, which
lived on earth as a human being, will have to receive new forms, since higher
development has to continue where it was interrupted .... And the spiritual
essence which had failed in its embodiment as a human being has to be given a
new opportunity to integrate itself in the process of return .... This could indeed
be called an extremely harsh judgement but it only ever corresponds to the
human being’s own free will, which he had misused on earth .... with the result
that his soul will gain banishment into matter, it will be dissolved again and will
have to take the infinitely long path through the creations until it once again
enters the stage of a human being ....
One day it will achieve the final goal and leave every external shape behind, but
it extends or shortens its own time until it can finally enter the kingdom of light
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in a redeemed state. And although God is inconceivably merciful and patient
and in His love constantly tries to encourage people to make the right decision
of will .... one day the time will come to an end and then His righteousness will
come to the fore, and He will re-establish the old order which, however, will
also signify a ‘judgement of the soul’ .... a transfer into the external form which
corresponds to its state of maturity .... And, at the same time, this ‘judgment’
is the end of an earth- or salvation-period .... It will necessitate a destruction
of all works of creation on earth which shelter unredeemed spiritual substance
that travels along its process of development in a state of compulsion, as well as
people who did not use their earthly existence to progress in their development.
They, too, will be ‘judged’ .... that is, according to their spiritual maturity they
will be placed into hard matter again .... You humans are now facing the end
of this old earth, whether this seems credible to you or not .... Time and again
your attention will be drawn to this fact in order to improve yourselves before
the event and to enter the law of eternal order, which only requires a life of love,
for love is a divine principle which you, too, as His living creations, will have to
acquire if divine order is to be observed.
You are constantly admonished by seers and prophets, who proclaim this near
end to you, to consider your real purpose of earthly life, so that the end will
not catch you unawares and you will have to step before God’s judgment seat
laden with sin if you have done nothing to fully mature in the final form .... as a
human being, even if you are not yet released from your original sin by having
taken this guilt under the cross and prayed to Jesus Christ for redemption from
it .... Only he can take all guilt from you, and then you can step before God’s
judgment seat free of guilt, and you will not have to fear the Last Judgment,
then you will be able to exchange your stay on earth with the spiritual kingdom,
which is your true home .... You will be able to enter the kingdom of the blissful
spirits and neither have to fear the end of the old earth nor new banishment, for
the eternal God is not a strict but a righteous Judge, Who will give to you all in
accordance with your own will ....

Amen

BD 4777 received 10.11.1949

New banishment of the spirits ....
Salvation in one era ....

The most severe punishment for any spiritual being that has already lived
embodied as a human being on earth, is to be placed into hardest matter.
Countless creations are proof that untold beings have to start their process of
development again. As long as there are spirits in need of development, material
creations will also exist to serve as carriers for the spiritual substance and, due
to their usefulness and different external forms, depending on their shape and
more or less hard substance, will enable it to develop. As long as these creations
do not cease to exist the spirit is not yet released either.
It is possible for the spirit to evolve from hardest matter to a human being in
the course of one period of Salvation. This opportunity is available .... But it
requires the surrender of resistance within a specific length of time, which is
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just as possible but very often fails due to the spiritual substances’ obstinacy
which is so God-opposing at first, that an eternity can pass until its resistance is
broken or has lessened. And this resistance is demonstrated by creations which,
to the human eye, appear to remain unchanged, often throughout an infinitely
long time .... creations, which effectively form the earth’s crust, which have to
be forcefully dissolved through divine will if the spirits are to be provided with
an opportunity for higher development. Consequently, one period of Salvation
does not suffice for this spiritual substance.
Nevertheless, at the end of this era it can sense the turmoil in the universe and
then will surge towards a new transformation of its own accord. The resistance
to God will decrease because it senses God’s enormous strength and might,
and God will take its needs into account and at the end of an era will dissolve
all creations. This signifies a turning point for the spiritual substances which
had been bound in inactivity within the earth through an eternity. The spiritual
substance will now be willing to be of service and will subsequently be placed
into an external form which, at first, will only permit minimal activity. Thus the
process of development above earth begins and will, with certainty, also lead to
the embodiment as a human being, albeit only after a long period of time.
This is an additional explanation about the forthcoming final destruction of
earth which is part of the eternal plan of Salvation, and even though many
people’s lives will fall victim to it, it will nevertheless be a release for the
spiritual substance which ardently awaits its new transformation ....

Amen

BD 8603 received 01.09.1963

The atheist’s fate ....

It is the adversary’s greatest triumph if he totally dissuades a person from having
faith in a God Who brought the world into existence and also created himself
.... Then he will have achieved what he wanted, to displace God completely
from the human being’s thoughts. Then he need no longer fear to lose him.
Yet a person who completely denies a God is generally also an unkind person
in life, therefore the adversary is able to influence him, while a person with
just a spark of love left can still gain the realisation that a spiritually tangible
Power exists Which determines his destiny and on Which he is dependent. The
former, however, is wholeheartedly attached to the world. Nothing else exists
for him apart from this earthly world, and he believes that he will cease to exist
and return into nothingness again after his physical death, as a result he will
take whatever earthly life offers him. And although such a person can possess
sharp intellect he will be misguided by God’s adversary, he will even arrogate
himself to quote substantiations which intend to shatter the belief in a God. He
will try to explain that all creations arose from a natural power .... However,
he will refuse to accept the fact that this natural power must be an intelligent
Being in possession of will, and his thinking will continue to be wrong and
confused as long as he fails to kindle a small light within himself through kind-
hearted actions .... which, however, are completely unknown to him. Thus he
will still be totally enchained by the adversary. And therefore an atheist will
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almost certainly approach a renewed banishment, for he will completely fail in
his last decision on earth. He will still be as opposed to God as he was when
he apostatised from God, he will belong to the adversary and in the end will
also have to share his fate .... Such a person cannot be intellectually enlightened
either because he does not want to believe and will therefore also dismiss all
spiritual knowledge as imagination and fantasy ....

Trying to convey spiritual knowledge to this person would be entirely futile, for
God’s adversary is his lord and he will never allow him to become enlightened,
he will always keep him in profound darkness and let the world’s deceptive
lights appear the more brightly to him, so that the person will be totally
incapable of accepting spiritual knowledge. The adversary will have taken
complete possession of him and will no longer let go of him either. But in
earthly life it is only important that the once fallen original spirit will now
acknowledge God in the stage of a human being .... that his original sin will be
taken from him, which can only happen through Jesus Christ, Whom he must
acknowledge and Whose act of Salvation he has to profess, then he will also
acknowledge God Himself Who, in Jesus, accomplished the act of atonement
for his original sin .... But for as long as the human being lives his earthly life
entirely without faith he will remain burdened by his guilt and will never ever
be able to enter the spiritual kingdom but will have to endure the process of
development through the creations of earth in horrendous pain for an infinitely
long time again. For even in the kingdom of the beyond it will not be possible
to change an atheist’s mind and to persuade him to surrender his resistance to
God because, like on earth, he remains closed to all instructions, and he cannot
be enlightened against his will. However, were only a person on earth who
believes himself to be unable to have faith seriously interested in knowing the
truth as to whether a spiritually tangible God and Creator exists .... then the
efforts would truly not be in vain, for then he would keep thinking about it and
also achieve a different result by intellectual means, for enough evidence exists
within Creation which could change his mind .... But even such people will time
and again receive blessings, time and again they will be given small gestures of
support, for God’s love also pursues these people and tries to win them over for
Himself, time and again He offers His hand to them which they need only take
hold of so that they would subsequently be able to release themselves from the
adversary’s control. Nevertheless, his will shall never be forced, and therefore
the person determines his own future fate and will have to take the path across
earth in a constrained state again, because this complies with the law of eternal
order ....

Amen
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BD 4875 received 06.04.1950

Spiritual turning point is not a reversal but renewed banishment ....

Development for the better is no longer possible on this earth, people will not
even remain on the same level but descend constantly, they live beyond all
bounds and distance themselves from Me to such an extent that they live their
earthly life entirely without strength, hence it is totally pointless. And therefore
a substantial change is intended to put an end to humanity’s spiritual decline
and to pave a new path which will lead to an ascent again. You humans are
unaware of My plan of Salvation apart from the few to whom I reveal Myself.
But you would be able to take notice of it were you at all interested in the issue as
to what forms the basis of all events around you. Yet your questions are different,
the questions you are concerned with only relate to earthly advantages, to ways
and means of procuring a wealth of earthly goods. You only increase your
knowledge in this field and ignore all spiritual matters. But therefore you will
also be taken by surprise by the forthcoming events and will be unable to find
an explanation if you intellectually search for it. However, the knowledge of My
plan of Salvation would explain everything to you, the knowledge of My eternal
plan of Salvation would let you look at everything from a different perspective,
and it would awaken your sense of responsibility because your soul’s fate after
death is determined by your way of life. Then a small improvement could still
be achieved, although only a few will take the explanation seriously which is
offered to them by knowledgeable people. And therefore I will bring one period
of development to a conclusion and let a new one begin.
This should certainly be looked upon as a spiritual turning point yet not as
a reversal or a sudden advancement of the souls’ development, instead it is
far more a total failure on the one hand and the creation of new possibilities
for development on the other. For that which failed during the old period of
development will start its process of development again in the deepest abyss;
hence it will not continue an interrupted process of purification. This is why the
time before the end of this epoch is so extremely significant since it will, after
all, shape the fate of countless souls as to whether they live or die. A continued
existence of this earth would by no means benefit these souls, because they
severed the bond with Me long ago, thus they are entirely without faith and
in this state will not make use of the blessings either which could ensure their
spiritual progress. Until the end every effort will still be made to save the
individual souls, that is, to draw their attention to their purpose, yet they cannot
be supported against their will and this will only strives to descend, it only
applies to matter which shelters the lowest developed spiritual substances. And
I always take the soul’s will into account, it shall receive what it desires .... and
therefore hard matter will become the external cover of that which had already
reached the last stage of development on earth .... the souls of the furthest
distanced living creations will be banished again in the creations of the new
earth. And time and again this dreadful fate shall be presented to people, time
and again they shall be given the information of My eternal plan of Salvation,
because it is the time of the end when every person should become aware of the
great responsibility he bears for his soul, because he can still use the last days
for the salvation of his soul if he has the will to do so. He should know that an
end will come and what this end means for his soul, he should know that there
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will be no postponement but that it will come true what seers and prophets
have announced since the beginning of this epoch of Salvation, that the end will
come without fail and with it the last Judgment, which will decide over life and
death, over light and darkness, over reward and punishment .... over hell and
damnation and paradise and beatitude ....

Amen

BD 6638 received 07.09.1956

The concept of ‘hell’ ....
Renewed banishment ....
God’s infinite love ....

Even the most depraved living creation is a child of My love. Therefore it
also has My unabated care to return to Me one day, even though it will have
to travel a far longer path in order to bring itself into line with Me and My
fundamental nature. But I will not let it fall, and whatever can be done on My
part will be done by Me in order to help the creature to recognise and change
itself. However, the distance is often so vast that the opposing force has greater
influence and My illumination of love remains ineffective. For this reason it may
also take eternities until it comes a little closer to Me but I will never abandon
it .... However, when we talk about hell this relates to an accumulation of such
depraved living creations in the beyond, which had already passed through
earthly life with negative results and which continued to descend ever further
in the beyond because they submitted themselves to My adversary anew ....
Therefore, before a renewed banishment of the creations on earth takes place,
which always signifies the beginning of a new era of Salvation, these adherents of
Satan move within spheres where they can indulge in their most evil passions,
where they inflict all kinds of evil deeds on each other and where constant
fighting and arguing prevail and where they always try to draw weaker beings
into their domain .... hence where they, on instructions of My adversary, act
such that they will sink ever deeper. These places have no boundaries; hell is,
in a manner of speaking, wherever such deeply fallen beings congregate, where
they rage against each other .... on account of which one can also speak of on
earth of hell and of states of hell when evil-minded people are hostile towards
each other and wreak all kinds of havoc. All these beings are nevertheless My
living creations on whom I take pity and whom I would like to release from
their sin and their bondage to My adversary, for they are still wholly under the
influence of the one who rose up against Me and who also incited all of his
created beings to revolt against Me so that they, too, apostatised and became
wretched.

But they had also been My children because they emerged from My strength
which permeated My adversary without limitation and which enabled him to
create these beings in the first place. Therefore My love also belongs to these
beings no matter how deep they have sunk .... which will now also explain to
you humans why a new creation of earth will have to take place. For I Am
just as concerned about these unhappy creatures in the deepest abyss as I Am
about the people on earth .... I also want to prepare a path again for those
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which have already languished under My adversary’s control for an infinitely
long time; I want to wrest them away from him and constrain them once more
in solid matter so that their path will go upwards again, so that the immense
resistance they still offer Me will slowly wane .... My love for those having
descended remains unchanged and will never diminish either, but there is
no other way to demonstrate My love than through a renewed banishment
into earthly creations, there is no other way to achieve success or their return,
therefore it follows that a transformation of earth is necessary, as I always and
forever proclaimed to you. Only love determines My every activity and reign
throughout the universe, even if you humans are unable to detect love therein
.... Sooner or later you will understand My plan of Salvation and give thanks
and sing your praises to the One Who also guided you out of darkness and
death, Who wants to give happiness to all beings which emerged from Him
.... and Who, with invariable love, also considers those which require His love
most urgently because His adversary is keeping them enslaved ....

Amen

BD 4631 received 08.05.1949

Agonies of a renewed banishment in solid matter

No words can describe to you the agonies which a renewed banishment in solid
matter entails for the spirits, because this state is inconceivable for the human
mind. The spiritual substance perceives itself as a being and yet is unable to
use its will although it is aware of it as evidence of its existence as a being. The
spiritual substance is held captive and was originally created as something that
was able to be freely active, hence its helplessness and weakness and constrained
state result in inexpressible agonies which usually make it revolt even more
instead of becoming submissive to God’s will. Humanity is in possession of free
will and is approaching this very painful state .... It would still have enough
time to avert this destiny from itself yet it is not open to any presentation by
knowing people, and it is completely lacking faith in retribution, in the soul’s
continuation of life on account of which instructions will not be able to achieve
anything and thus the adversity of most people’s souls is extremely severe.

As yet the human being is still lord of creation, he is effectively in charge of it
and able to avail himself of the creations according to his will .... but one day
he himself will be a work of creation again, at first a lifeless, immovable object
which can be used but also remain unused throughout an inconceivably long
time .... one day he will be very far behind that which he is at the present time
and an infinite length of time will pass by until he has evolved into a human
being again, into the being which is endowed with free will and the strength
to use this will. However, the many stages it will have to pass through, the
countless torments it will have to endure in a bound will and the activities it
will have to accomplish are not comprehensible to a person and therefore hard
to believe for him. And yet he himself is responsible for the fate of his soul after
his body dies. As yet he still has the strength to carry out deeds of love which
will avert this bitter fate from him, he still has the opportunity to take notice
of God’s will by listening to the divine Word, and if he complies with this will
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his nature will change and gain the right to a state of light and freedom after
his physical death. As yet he is still able to use his intellect, he can think about
himself, his Creator and his purpose of life and, if it is his will, he will also be
able to believe .... God approaches every person with His grace and gives them
a small incentive to move in the right direction, to choose the right path.

If the person is not opposed to it then he will let himself be pushed onto the
right path and the true goal will be assured to him. Yet God also pays attention
to opposition, that is, He does not force a person against his will .... but the
person also bears the responsibility for his soul, he himself prepares its fate
which will be extremely painful, and to its inexpressible regret it will have to
take the path of a renewed banishment, for God’s grace may not be rejected
given that this also means a rejection of His love and thus a distancing of the
soul instead of coming closer to Him, which is the purpose and goal of earthly
life. Only a few people will take the right path during the last days, and thus the
adversity is gigantic and urgently requires corrective action. This is why God’s
servants on earth should mention the dreadful fate which will await the human
soul if it does not change during the last days before the end. Time and again
the end shall be described to them as approaching imminently, for time flies
and demands utmost activity in order to still save those souls from the downfall
which accept the admonitions and warnings and are willing to do what is good.
For the day will come unexpectedly and will throw countless people into ruin,
into death, i.e., into the constrained state within matter from which they will
only be able to release themselves after an infinitely long time. Be warned, you
humans, for it concerns eternity, it concerns you yourselves, your souls, which
are in acute danger and yet can still be saved if you are of good will ....

Amen

BD 8511 received 28.05.1963

Are dissolved particles capable of suffering? ....

Every being will forfeit its self-awareness again if it totally fails as a human being
and can no longer escape the fate of a renewed banishment .... And this is the
most dreadful thing that can happen, for although having been dissolved into
countless minute particles it is no longer able to feel like a whole entity, as you
humans assume, it nevertheless experiences inconceivable agonies, because
the spiritual being, which was once created as a free entity and already had
partially regained its freedom again as a human being .... is now constrained
and experiences this constriction as dreadful torment. For My once emanated
strength had been self-aware beings, they had been able to live to the highest
degree, thus they had not just been dead shells .... yet they became like that
when they apostatised from Me .... When the spiritual substances became hard
the actual life had escaped from it, that is, My strength, which gives life to
everything in the first place, no longer permeated these shells .... And the
dissolved minute particles will also remain without life as long as they cannot
be illuminated by My strength of love .... The fact that these lifeless tiny particles
can nevertheless be sensitive is incomprehensible to you humans .... In that case,
however, they would never react when My strength of love tries to capture and
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enclose them so that the fallen spiritual substances can be reshaped into matter
.... For even its resistance is a reaction which demonstrates that the spiritual
substance feels a certain amount of pain and tries to put up a fight .... And the
whole of Creation is in this state of torment, for it is subject to a law of which I
Myself Am the Originator .... It is not free and has to subordinate itself to My
law of eternity .... which is extremely painful for the spiritual substance which
once was created as a free being .... However, would it not feel this agony, it
would never ever be possible to change this lifeless state again .... You humans
will never be able to understand this, but you should believe it, otherwise you
would not need to fear a descent into the abyss and you would be completely
indifferent as to what will happen to you after the death of your body. On earth
you have your self-awareness again and are free up to a certain degree and yet
not entirely happy as long as you have not found unity with Me by completely
handing yourselves over to Me ....

Nevertheless, as long as you are alive you can still attain the latter .... If,
however, you lose your self-awareness again then you will also lose all freedom,
your activity will be determined by My will once more leaving you unable to
use any will of your own, you will be bound within deepest darkness without
knowledge of your existence, because you will be dissolved and only perform
those functions which your God and Creator has decided you should do .... And
if you, in a mature state of soul, are one day able to view this long period of time
in the state of compulsion, then you will also know about the inconceivable
agonies your soul had to endure in the countless forms, and you will also
understand why My love is constantly admonishing and warning you in order to
spare you this appalling fate. For you cannot vanish again into nothingness, and
because you are immortal .... albeit dissolved .... then that which remains will
never be insensitive either .... You humans should only ever content yourselves
with the information I convey to you as truth .... I want to rectify misguided
assumptions like the one that the dissolved spiritual substances lack sensory
perception, that its state is therefore synonymous with ‘non-existence’. Then
the process of development would not be a maturing until the state when it
receives its self-awareness again as a human being, for all spiritual beings only
redeem themselves by way of suffering and being of service, both before their
incarnation as a human being as well as during their human existence .... It
should not be forgotten that the being had burdened itself with tremendous
guilt due to its past apostasy and that it will increase this guilt again if it does
not make use of the last time of grace as a human being and descends again
into the abyss. And although a complete redemption through the being is not
possible, it will nevertheless have to make amends and suffer for as long as it is
not released from this guilt through Jesus Christ’s act of Salvation .... To accept
Jesus’ work of grace and compassion is the human being’s task in his earthly
life, and therefore he could easily ascend .... If he fails and rejects all help from
above, if he descends again into the abyss, then it will also be understandable
that his path of suffering will start again when the soul is dissolved again and
the path through the creations starts all over .... And neither will the suffering
come to an end until the immense guilt is, sooner or later, redeemed through
Jesus Christ, when the human being’s will is ready to take the path to the cross
and to appeal to Him for forgiveness of his guilt .... And this great blessing is at
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the disposal of you humans on earth .... If you don’t use it and pay no attention
to it then your suffering will not come to an end, for you are very distant from
Me, your God and Creator, and that always signifies lack of freedom, light and
strength and consequently you will not be happy either ....

Amen

BD 6598 received 18.07.1956

Beatitude or renewed banishment depends on free will ....

Whatever you may desire on earth, your wishes shall be granted .... For you will
receive whatever you desire once your life on earth is over. If you desired spiritual
possessions, the spiritual kingdom will provide them to you in abundance, if
earthly commodities had been your wish then the earth will accommodate you
again .... the matter you aspired to will become your cover once more as it had
been an incredibly long time ago .... But you will always have created the fate
yourselves which is granted to you after your passing away .... If, however, the
grace is bestowed upon you to be recalled before the end of this earth, then a
short time will still be granted to you during which you can still discard earthly
desires, during which spiritual wealth is offered to you once again which you
need only seize in order take possession of it for the sake of your salvation.
Yet once again it depends on your free will whether you still make use of these
final blessings or let them pass you by unused in order to then be embodied
into earthly creations once more because you asked for it. But you can only
be blissfully happy in possession of spiritual wealth .... This is My constant
admonition and call for caution which applies to all people as long as they still
live on earth .... You will all have to bear the consequences of your earthly life,
for it is the law of divine order which cannot be revoked by My love and I
cannot, for the sake of ‘grace’, bestow beatitudes upon those who live their lives
on earth contrary to My will, contrary to My eternal order .... who are merely
the servants of the world and therefore deprive themselves of the expectation
of a blissful spiritual kingdom .... As long as this earth continues to exist My
flow of divine grace is still open both on earth as well as in the beyond, and
all wrongly thinking and living souls will be offered blessings but they shall all
keep their free will .... .

However, as yet there is still the possibility of a change of will, all those who are
misguided .... be it on earth or in the beyond .... still receive kind-hearted advice
to consider their actual task; as yet the spiritual world eagerly endeavours to
gain access to people’s thoughts on earth, just as beings of light approach the
souls on the other side, and they all only strive to direct their thoughts correctly,
to turn their eyes towards Me and to awaken a desire for light in them, so that
they will not walk past the fountain of grace where it opens itself, from which
they can draw to benefit their souls. But even this time of grace will come to
an end and then the day will come without fail when every soul receives what
it desires .... And anyone who never paid attention to spiritual wealth will be
left empty-handed and will have to accept a dreadful fate .... Then the period
of Salvation will have come to an end, then an infinitely long night will start
for the souls whose will was wrongly directed .... But inconceivable bliss will
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be granted to those who made an effort to reach Me and learned to despise
earthly commodities .... The kingdom of the beyond, however, will likewise
be only a kingdom of bliss, for all wretched souls will have to go through the
excruciatingly painful process of development again, but only in order to one
day attain the freedom again which they had misused in this earthly life. Sooner
or later all beings will be able to make a free decision again and it will depend
on them whether they prolong their time of agony or enter into beatitude again
within a short time .... But all will receive help to reach the goal, for I pour out
My blessings without limitation, and anyone who makes use of the blessing will
be relieved from all adversity and pain ....

Amen

BD 7611 received 30.05.1960

Separation of the spirits ....
The end of an earthly period ....

The path as a human being through earthly life is the once fallen original spirit’s
last phase of development on this earth .... it is the conclusion of the time this
spirit was granted for its higher development, it is the conclusion of the period
of time during which the original spirit is able to attain perfection again if it
makes good use of the last phase, the stage as a human being, if it turns its
will in the right direction during this time. Thus it is able to achieve its goal of
entering the kingdom, from whence it originated, in a completely spiritualised
state again; it is able to return to the light, to the Primary Source of eternity,
to the Father, from Whom it formerly emerged as His living creation. But
although this earthly life is short, compared to the infinitely long period of time
of preliminary development, the great risk nevertheless exists that the human
being will misuse his will again, that he will not strive to attain his perfection
but descend into the abyss again .... And since this is his free will he cannot be
prevented from doing so, just as he, vice versa, cannot be forced to turn his will
correctly. Hence it is a matter of testing his will for the second time, and he has
to pass this test as a human being or his course through earthly life will have
been unsuccessful .... which might also result in a renewed banishment into
matter if he is not granted the last grace to gradually ascend in the kingdom of
the beyond under far more difficult conditions than on earth. This possibility
still exists for as long as the earthly period has not yet been concluded because
the realm of the beyond is still open to the souls which depart from this earth in
an immature state. Yet the gates to the beyond will close as soon as this period
of Salvation comes to an end and a new one starts again .... For the end of an old
era also means the complete separation of the spirits, it means a reintegration of
all spirits into external covers or creations which correspond to their degree of
maturity.

And for the purpose of a renewed banishment hell will also spew out everything
during the last days, then every possibility to advance further in the kingdom
of the beyond will also be over, on account of which considerable redemptive
work is still carried out in order to still save souls from below from a repeated
banishment into matter. Substantial sifting will take place in the beyond and
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on earth. And if people on earth would consider how far they have already
progressed and how near they are to attaining their perfection they would truly
muster all their strength in order to still make good use of the time they have left
until the end .... Yet no matter what is said to them they take nothing seriously;
they don’t use the time in order to reach their goal and the last grace of their
embodiment as a human being is passing them by ineffectively, for even all other
means of grace bestowed upon them during this time are either not accepted or
used incorrectly, and an infinitely long process of development is coming to an
end without have reached the right outcome for the human soul .... for the once
fallen original spirit, which is intended to return to God .... However, people can
only be admonished and warned, and that happens to a large extent through the
divine Word which God’s greater than great love conveys from above to people
on earth as an exceptional means of grace .... And all people will be addressed
by it and need only open their heart and ears in order to feel the strength of the
divine Word and to assuredly ascend. Thus every human being has the option
to obtain strength for himself, he only has to be of good will and strive to fulfil
the purpose of his earthly life .... He must live the short time until the end of
his life consciously, he must want to comply with the will of the One Who had
given him his life, he must hand himself over to Him and appeal to Him for
strength and grace. Then he will also reach his goal, for this appeal will always
be granted to him, and God will bless everyone who turns to Him for strength
and grace, and his earthly path will not have been in vain ....

Amen

BD 4353 received 25.06.1948

Disintegration ....
Work of destruction ....
Renewed banishment ....

Spiritual progress can never be achieved in a world of hatred and unkindness,
and therefore the earth is failing in its real purpose of helping the spiritual
substances embodied in it to attain higher development. Therefore the time
has come for the manifold creations, which are intended to accomplish this
purpose, to be dissolved and to release the spirits for the purpose of receiving
new forms. For humanity, however, this disintegration signifies a fall from its
already achieved advancement into the deepest abyss; it signifies a return into
hardest matter and a repeated process through all works of creation on the new
earth. But due to their lack of love people are completely ignorant and have
neither time nor will to dwell on what lies ahead of them if the information is
presented to them. They do not concern themselves with spiritual problems and
this, too, is a sign that the time of the disintegration of the old earth has come.
They are not open to any relevant clarification, they only live for their earthly
interests and refuse all spiritual conversations. Consequently, admonitions and
warnings are fruitless.

If, however, there is no further likelihood for a spiritual change to take place on
earth, if a spiritual forward motion is completely out of the question, then only a
complete decline can be expected; but God will not allow this to happen, instead
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He will transform the earth prior to it. This certainly involves a complete work
of destruction yet it is intended in the plan of eternity in order to provide the
completely degenerated human race, that is, the bound souls within, with the
possibility of higher development again, because God’s infinite love will never
let anything fall completely, even if it is still totally opposed to Him. Earth’s
final destruction is therefore an act of supreme compassion at the same time,
yet it will come to pass without fail in order to prevent an even further decline of
people who, due to their heartlessness, have already severed every connection
with God and widened the gulf between Him and themselves and thus lack
all strength for higher development. And this is why God will come to their
assistance, He will deprive them of their external cover and confine the spirits
again, so that the infinitely wide chasm, which was established by people’s free
will, shall become less again in the state of compulsion, so that the spiritual
substance will come closer to God again in the constrained state and once again
receive the opportunity to use its freedom of will correctly in order to attain
God, if only after an infinitely long time ....

Amen

BD 7756 received 26.11.1960

End of a period of salvation and start of a new one ....

There will be no spiritual change during this period of Salvation anymore.
People have lost faith in Me, and even if My Gospel is spread throughout the
world there will only ever be a few who accept it; yet increasingly more will fall
way whose belief was just a conventional faith and who only need an incentive
in order to cast it completely away when a decision of faith is demanded of them.
Only a small flock of people have a living faith, who establish the contact with
Me in their hearts .... only a few people associate with Me like children associate
with their father, who therefore also always experience My evident help when
they encounter difficulties and who thus will also passionately endorse Me
because they are inwardly convinced, thus have a living faith. And this number
will not get much larger ....
The battle of faith, however, which will be waged everywhere and the beginnings
of which are already noticeable everywhere, will merely reduce the number of
the faithful, for then everyone will be willing to surrender Me for the sake of
earthly gain, and they won’t muster the courage to fight for Me because they are
lacking living faith. And thus the earth will ultimately no longer fulfil its purpose
of serving the souls to attain spiritual maturity .... Most people’s earthly progress
is in vain because it does not lead to the souls’ maturity, which is the reason
why they live on earth .... Nevertheless, the spiritual beings’ development has
to continue .... And therefore the earth will have to be restructured so that it will
be able to be and remain a place of education for the spirits, as it is intended to
be ....
Consequently, this period of Salvation will come to an end and a new era will
start. New creations will shelter the spiritual substances whose development
was prevented .... which necessitates a dissolution of these creations so that the
bound spiritual substances can be set free and placed into new forms again ....
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And so people, too, ought to take an impending end into account and those who
failed on earth will have to be banished into creation again, into the hard matter
on the new earth. And if people cherish the illusion that humanity’s spiritual
attitude might still change on this earth, that they will come to believe in Jesus
Christ and His act of Salvation and in this belief live a different way of life with
spiritually orientated intentions and aspirations, then it will remain the wishful
thinking of a few people which will never materialise. For My adversary is in
authority which people themselves had granted him; and his activity will so get
out of control that he will have to be bound .... and for that reason alone an end
will have to come, so that his activity will be stopped or no-one would be able
to become blessed anymore .... And this time has been referred to ever since
the beginning of this period of Salvation; and no matter how far away these
announcements seem to you humans .... one day even the future will become
the present, and that has to be said to you time and again. This is why a spiritual
change must come, however, not on this earth anymore but in a world of peace
and happiness .... A new developmental era will start with spiritually highly
evolved human beings, whom I will remove from this earth due to their loyalty
of faith and lead back to the new earth again .... And then a spiritual change will
have taken place and people will live in peace and harmony again .... in constant
contact with Me, their God and Creator, and the blessed beings in My kingdom.
For then love will reign again on Earth, My adversary will no longer be capable
of influencing the people on the new earth, for he will be bound for an infinitely
long time .... until people themselves loosen his chains and enable him to exert
his influences once more. But prior to that there will be a long time of peace and
happiness ....

Amen

BD 7493 received 03.01.1960

Reference to the end ....
Renewed banishment ....

It has been amply proclaimed to you humans that you are approaching difficult
times, time and again you have been admonished and warned to stop and
change your conduct into a God-pleasing way of life .... Time and again it has
been pointed out to you that your soul will be in great danger if it suddenly has
to give up its earthly life and enter through the gate to eternity .... Imminent
Judgment has been announced to you, the spiritual and earthly upheaval of
earth .... your attention has been drawn to the renewed banishment on the Day
of Judgment. You have been exhorted to eagerly work at improving your soul
in order to avert this fate of a new banishment from you .... But you listen to it
and yet do not seriously believe that everything that has been predicted might
come true .... You have no faith, and without faith you don’t have the right sense
of responsibility towards your soul, which suffers dire adversity .... For only a
few more days remain which, however, would be enough to provide it with a
certain degree of maturity if this were seriously aspired to. People lack faith and
even the believers harbour slight doubts when the near end is being mentioned
to them .... even the believers don’t want to accept unreservedly what they are
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told about the end, although it comes from above. And you must keep your
freedom of will, you may not be coerced, and so the days pass by without any
achievement for you as long as you do not willingly strive to attain spiritual
maturity. Yet then you will no longer doubt that which you were foretold .... As
soon as you spiritually strive of your own accord everything you were expected
to believe will also become a certainty for you. Then you will also be able to
confidently inform your fellow human beings as to what time it is and that the
end is near ....

Only someone who is convinced of it will also be able to proclaim the near end
with conviction and everything else which humanity is approaching. Only a few
are certain that the end is near, for they recognise the signs of the time and are
able to recognise it because they look at everything from a spiritual point of view
and thus also consider that the time of the end has come. You humans should
pay attention to the signs which were announced long ago. Then you will also
realise the hour in which you live and it should not be difficult for you to believe
in an end and in everything that is associated with this end. Whether you like it
or not, you don’t have much time left .... Only, the believer will still endeavour
to draw a spiritual benefit from this information, whereas the unbeliever will
not even utilise these last days, which he will bitterly regret one day, if he is not
granted a renewed banishment, which is such a dreadful fate that the human
being should do everything in his power in order to avoid it. This is why he will
be informed of it time and again, the knowledge will be conveyed to him as to
what will happen to the souls which fail during their earthly life and which will
no longer be admitted into the kingdom of the beyond because the time has
come to an end .... This knowledge should motivate them to eagerly work at
improving their soul. But only a few people believe in it, and proof may not be
given .... For this reason countless souls are at risk of losing their earthly life and,
at the same time, having their substances dissolved again for a new process of
development through the creations of the new earth. They would still be able to
avert this danger from them during the last days but they must voluntarily work
at improving themselves, they must .... if they think that they cannot believe ....
consider the possibility that it is true what they are told and subsequently live
accordingly, and they would gain a considerable plus for their souls and not get
lost when the day of Judgment has come ....

Amen

BD 6317 received 21.07.1955

Renewed captivity ....

What will happen to you humans if you don’t change cannot be described to you
pessimistically enough, for it will exceed your worst imagination .... It is most
dreadful for you, because you will have to give up your already attained degree
of freedom, because you will be constrained and for infinitely long periods of
time find yourselves in captivity again, until one day you will meet the same
fate of living as a human being on earth once more .... But irrespective of
how shockingly your fate is described to you, you don’t allow yourselves to be
affected by it and yet, you would still be able to avoid this fate if only you would
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take it to heart and change your ways .... For I only require you to change your
nature, I only require you humans to change your attitude towards each other,
that you help rather than fight and antagonise each other, that one will make the
other happy and offer kindness instead of being mutually nasty and intensify
the hatred in yourselves. I only require every individual to make an effort in
cultivating unselfish neighbourly love, then his whole nature will change and
then the person will make contact with Me Myself, and the danger of a new
banishment after the end of this earth will no longer exist for him ....

And even if you don’t want to believe what awaits you, you should nevertheless
try to improve yourselves, for a life of love would still only have beneficial
effects on earth, because then you will have the energy at your disposal which
a heartlessly thinking and behaving person is lacking .... The forthcoming fate
can only ever be portrayed to you as a horrible experience to which you will fall
prey yourselves .... And you should only ever be encouraged into loving activity
if you want to evade this dreadful outcome .... If you find it difficult to believe ....
you can nevertheless still live a life of love, and you will soon know for certain
what you don’t want to believe, for then your spirit will become enlightened
by love and you will clearly recognise the inevitable consequence of a violation
against the law of order .... because then you will be able to observe cause and
effect in every event and experience .... Yet anyone who remains indifferent to
these admonitions and warnings will experience what he could have avoided
.... and he himself will be the victim of his life without love. For all his strength
will be taken away from him and the utterly weak substance of his soul will
harden again, the most solid matter will confine the being again and the release
from it will take infinitely long periods of time .... in order to finally arrive at
the same level you are at the moment .... An infinite cycle, which will repeat
itself until you exclude yourselves through conscious endeavour and a conscious
connection to Me .... Only then will the process through matter be over and the
path into the spiritual realm assured for you ....

You could already achieve this now if only you would put My will into practise:
that you release yourselves from all restraints through loving activity, that you
believe in Me and seek contact with Me .... and that you establish this contact
precisely through this loving activity .... You are able to do this while you still
live on earth and the energy of life is at your disposal, but you only have very
little time left .... Use it well, believe My Words, believe that an appalling fate
awaits you, and consciously avoid this fate by just striving to live correctly and
honourably and practising neighbourly love. It is an urgent exhortation which
I proclaim to you with a loving heart: Change yourselves before it is too late
.... Remember Me and remember your neighbour with kindness, so that you
become free and don’t have to fear what is approaching you ....

Amen
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BD 4374 received 13.07.1948

The Flood ....
Last days ....
Worldly progress ....

Shortly before the end it will be just like it was at the time of the Flood. People
will have a great liking for all worldly pleasures, they will indulge their physical
longings and vices, they will lead an immoral and unethical way of life and
send no thought to the One above, Who is Lord over heaven and earth. For
they will have no more faith .... The spiritual level will be the lowest ever
since the beginning of this developmental period. Mocking and blaspheming
they will confront the few believers with hostility, pursue them and deny them
everything they need for living. They themselves, however, will feast and gorge
themselves, they will live and love .... but their love will be false and their way
of life wrong, for the devil’s servants will populate the earth in the last days,
and the disintegration of earth will merely end a state which no longer allows
people’s higher development.

It will be a time of sinfulness which will go beyond all imagination. God will be
completely displaced and those who believe in Him will be in danger of being
killed .... And God Himself will put an end to this period, the last day will arrive
suddenly and unexpectedly amid the ecstasy of the world in which the people
of the last days constantly live .... Hence, prior to this an apparent progress will
be noticeable, everything of a worldly nature will be offered to people, their
demand for worldly things will be extreme and everyone will unscrupulously
grant himself whatever his mind desires; the strong will fight the weak and
the winner will be the one who heartlessly acquires what he doesn’t deserve,
because he is supported by Satan himself who bestows material favours on him
and incites him to increased enjoyment of life.

Sin will escalate to an alarming extent and Judgment will come to pass when
no-one expects it. For once people have reached this level of development they
will have to be devoured by the earth, as they will have become true servants
of the devil and completely deny God. And then the hour of accountability will
come to all sinners, the day of God’s Justice will arrive, the Day of Judgment will
come to all who belong to God’s adversary and the day of Recompense for the
few who are faithful to God, who persevere and don’t fall prey to the temptations
of the world .... as it is proclaimed in Word and Scripture .... A salvation period
will come to an end because humanity will be ready for its downfall.

Amen
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BD 7875 received 17.04.1961

Renewed banishment is the reason for the unusual revelations ....

I Am revealing Myself in an unusual way before the end to you humans by
conveying knowledge to you from which you should draw the consequences
.... knowledge which so far had been withheld from you because it was of no
significance for your salvation of soul, because you still had time to change your
character and were also still able to achieve this in the beyond although under
far more difficult conditions .... But it was still possible for you to be redeemed
for as long the time you were granted for releasing yourselves from the form
had not yet run out .... This time, however, is drawing to an end and that means
either your return to Me or the renewed path through the creations of earth.
But the knowledge about the latter has been withheld from you until now, for it
would only have induced you to spend your earthly life under a certain amount
of duress, which I, however, will not use for the sake of your perfection ....
But now it concerns the human being’s last free decision, it concerns the soul’s
salvation or its renewed banishment, because after the end of this earth higher
development in the spiritual kingdom will become impossible for a long time to
come, since the gates of this kingdom will remain closed until the new earth has
again entered the state in which immature people will depart once more from
this earth, in which case My merciful love will also want to help them attain
maturity in the beyond again. Yet before this period of Salvation comes to an
end I will still make use of all means in order to save you from the awful fate
of a renewed banishment .... And therefore I inform you humans of the path
you have already travelled before you reached your embodiment as a human
being on earth. And My revelations are so unusual because most people are
lacking this knowledge. But since the fate of a renewed banishment is only now
becoming the imminent disaster .... since until now the opportunity still existed
to mature in the kingdom of the beyond if it was neglected on earth, it was
not necessary for people to know about the prior long process of development
before .... although occasionally I was able to address people directly and so
introduced them to this knowledge ....
However, now the time has come when people are in utmost danger but when
it is still possible for them to avoid this danger if they have the serious will
to endeavour towards a change .... And the knowledge about the process of
development, of a repeated banishment in matter is intended to motivate them
into this change of will .... This is why I reveal Myself in an unusual way, this
is why I convey a knowledge to earth which can have tremendously beneficial
results for people by just paying attention to it, by allowing My Words to take
effect on them, think about them and then also live their life accordingly. But
there are only a few who believe what is conveyed to them by extraordinary
means .... And I cannot compel faith .... Therefore I cannot reveal Myself by
any other means but through a human mouth either, for an enforced faith is
worthless and will not result in the soul’s progress. But the fact that I Myself
reveal My plan of Salvation to you is a significant light which you humans are
still being granted .... If you want to live in this light you will definitely take the
right path .... For although I speak through a human mouth it is nevertheless
the evidence of My love .... if I send My Word directly to earth, it is the evidence
of My presence, in other words: you can call it an extraordinary gift of grace
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if you are taught about things which are inaccessible to a person’s intellectual
knowledge .... which therefore cannot be explained to you by other people if I
Myself do not work extraordinarily in this person too .... Therefore pay attention
to My unusual revelations, don’t discard them as human work but believe that
it is only My love which wants to reveal Itself to you because I would like to
save you before the end, because I want to spare you the fate of a renewed
banishment which, however, is inevitable, if you do not believe ....

Amen

Who was Bertha Dudde?

Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter of
a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to receive
pronouncements from God through the ‘Inner Word’ on 15. June 1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts after devout prayer.
Understandably this often gave way to doubt and inner conflicts until I was
convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these exquisitely
gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other words, the love
of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them and introduced me
to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my elementary
school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a dictation in a state
of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am told in shorthand, in
order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy. The procedure does not
take place in a state of compulsion, for example in a state of trance or ecstasy,
but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind. However, I have to want it
to happen and then I can receive these dictations voluntarily; they are neither
bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gifts of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God Himself
to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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